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Abstract: Linear switched reluctance actuator (LSRA) is of great potential using in kind of high-force linear applications such as
automotive suspension system. In this study, an electrical controlled active suspension system is built. Bi-directional power
amplifier is used to supply power to and absorb generated energy from linear actuator based on the movement requirement.
The linear motions are accomplished by retracting and extending the LSRA. With regard to the established electromagnetic
suspension system, a real-time control algorithm is developed. Sliding model technique with adaptive mechanism is studied to
compensate the system non-linearities and external road profile. Experiments are conducted at the laboratory to present the
high performance of proposed active suspension system.
1 Introduction

Since the first installation of electro-hydraulic actuators to
Lotus race car recorded in 1980s, active suspension system
has increasingly attracted more interest. The superior
performance of active suspension system is the main
attractive attribute, including short response time and flexible
control method [1–5]. Nowadays, hydraulic active suspension
system is the mainstream of commercial applications. The
remarked active body control system can adjust the body
movement of the vehicle and achieve self-levelling with
regard to various driving situations by applying hydraulic
servomechanism. However, the hydraulic servomechanism is
an expensive and complicated mechanical system with slow
response time and high energy consumption. The
development of active suspension system is to pursue
improved performance and fast response time, while the
mechanical structure and cost can be reduced relevantly [4, 6].
Developing reliable and feasible electromagnetic active

suspension systems has been one of the research focuses of
automotive industry. Electromagnetic system is more
reliable and has the potential to replace the electro-hydraulic
system. The mechanical structure of electromagnetic system
is significantly simplified by replacing the hydraulic valves
with electrical actuators [7–10]. Furthermore, it is benefited
by the distinct properties of electrical actuators including
extremely fast response and high energy efficiency [11–13].
Among the developed linear electrical actuators, linear
permanent magnet synchronous motor (LPMSM) is of the
highest performance [14]. Up to now, LPMSMs provide
highest force density and lowest force per watt of losses
because of the existence of high performance permanent
magnet material, such as NdFeB magnet. However, the
NdFeB magnet is expensive that leads the actuator’s initial
cost relatively high. Moreover, demagnetisation is a main
drawback of NdFeB magnet when the ambient temperature
is around 150˚C or above. The suspension system is usually
working under such tough environment. Hence, the
environmental temperature to the suspension is a factor that
affects the performance of the LPMSM. Comparing with
the LPMSM, there is no permanent magnet in the linear
switched reluctance actuator (LSRA) that makes the LSRA
be a suitable candidate for harsh operating environment.
Besides, LSRA has the advantage of simple structure,
robust, low cost and maintenance free [14–19].
An electromagnetic active suspension system with LSRA is

presented in this research. The proposed active suspension
module can be divided into two parts: mechanical part that is
composed of the LSRA and coil spring in parallel to sustain
the car body and suppress the vertical vibration; electrical part
supplies power to the linear actuator in a specific sequence
that generates the required force and achieve desired
performance, including a bi-directional power amplifier, a set
of batteries and capacitor bank and real-time controller.
The most remarkable advantage of active suspension

system is the establishment of active actuator to provide
external force and eliminate trade-off between handling
safety and driving comfort. Therefore, the performance of
active suspension system is determined by the control
methods and their implementation. Although the structure
of electromagnetic system has been significantly simplified
with regard to other types of active suspension system, the
electrical–mechanical system is an instinctively complicated
system with non-linearities [20]. Thus, non-linear control
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methods and intelligent control methods are suitable for the
sophisticated active suspension system. Non-linear control
methods including sliding mode control and adaptive
control have been investigated for decades to deal with
non-linear time-varying system [21–24]. Sliding mode
control is widely used to deal with non-linearities of
suspension system [20, 25–29]. The sliding mode controller
is used to generate the required active force and stable the
car body regardless of road vibration. In [27], an adaptation
scheme is designed to regulate the proportional-integral-
derivative (PID) gains of the controller for the purpose of
accommodating actuator faults. A non-linear quarter-car
model is proposed in [20] with the consideration of
non-linear spring characteristics. The function
approximation technique is used to estimate the unknown
system parameters and uncertainties. Besides, fuzzy logic is
used to present the system model and improve the system
stability. Takagi–Sugeno fuzzy rule is employed to establish
the non-linear system model via the sector non-linearity
approach in [2]. An adaptive sliding mode scheme is
proposed to reach the specified sliding surface satisfied with
the asymptotical stability. The global stability of controlled
system can be improved through an enhanced adaptive
self-organising fuzzy sliding mode controller [30] for active
suspension system. By using a sliding surface and its
derivative as the inputs of the fuzzy logic controller, the
improved stability of the proposed method is proven via the
Lyapunov stability theorem.
In this research, an adaptive sliding mode control for

non-linear quarter-car suspension system is proposed. Based
on the previous developed [9] LSRA, the related power
amplifier is fabricated to achieve direct drive of LSRA. The
system dynamic model is derived with the consideration of
non-linear spring property. Sliding mode technique is applied
to deal with the system non-linearities for its simplicity and
robust. In practical system, the system parameters and load of
the suspension are unknown. An adaptive mechanism is
added to estimate the upper bound of the system
perturbation. Stability of the controlled system can be
guaranteed without any knowledge of the suspension system.
In this paper, detailed design of a quarter-car active

suspension system with LSRA is described at the
beginning. The models of the electromagnetic suspension
system and the LSRA are obtained for the purpose of
control. An adaptive sliding mode control method is
developed to deal with the external road disturbance and
parameters variation. The stability and robustness of the
proposed control method are analysed. The performance of
the prototype is verified at the laboratory platform to
illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed control method.
Fig. 1 Diagram of the quarter-car active suspension system
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2 Design of the quarter-car active suspension
system

2.1 Power amplifier

An overview of the quarter-car active suspension system is
figured out in Fig. 1. The power of the whole module is
derived from the battery or DC link. The voltage of DC
link is selected as 48 V to meet the existed battery
configuration in most vehicles. The phase shift converter is
used to boost low battery voltage of 48 V to high switched
reluctance actuator input voltage at 150 V. The power
amplifier module is used to monitor and operate the active
suspension system. Bi-directional topology provides two
modes of power flow: normal mode that injects the energy
into the actuator and drive the system; regenerating mode
that extracts energy to the capacitor bank and save energy
consumption. The capacitor bank is used to store the
recursive energy and provide extra power for instantaneous
high force. LSRA is employed to generate active force and
implement linear motion. The electric signals and position
signals are sensed and filtered by the sensing circuit, and
then fed back to the real-time controller. The real-time
controller monitors the active suspension system and
suppresses the system oscillation by regulating the LSRA.

2.2 Linear switched reluctance actuator (LSRA)

LSRA is well known for its simple structure, robustness, low
cost and free of maintenance. The structure of the proposed
LSRA is outlined in Fig. 2. Fig. 2a shows that the proposed
LSRA is composed of four parallel double-sided modules
with shared shaft in a compact arrangement. The lateral
forces of the LSRA modules are balanced through the
symmetric configuration. High thrust is generated by
four modules in parallel. The detailed structure of LSRA
modules is depicted in Fig. 2b. The double-sided LSRA
module is composed of eight pairs of stator poles and eight
translator poles. The selection of four-phase topology aims
to reduce force ripple. There is no permanent magnet,
excitation windings and back iron installed in the translator.
Thus the weight of the translator that is a part of the system
load can be reduced to enhance the capability of the active
suspension system.
The design of LSRA is preceded through magnetic circuit

analysis and finite element analysis (FEA) with the
consideration of physical requirements and constraints.
The stroke is the maximum safe travel distance between
the sprung mass and unsprung mass. In order to absorb the
road irregularities and ensure the function and safety of the
51
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Table 1 Specification per LSRA module

Quantity Value Quantity Value

number of modules 4 number of phases 4
number of stator pole pairs per module 8 number of translator poles 8
stator pole pitch 36 mm translator pole pitch 48 mm
stator pole width 13 mm translator pole width 17 mm
stator pole height 49 mm stator yoke thickness 13 mm
stack length 43 mm stroke 96 mm (±48 mm)
nominal voltage 150–200 V nominal current 10 A
peak power 4800 W
nominal force 125 N peak force 500 N

www.ietdl.org
active suspension system, the stroke value is selected as
96 mm (upward/downward 48 mm).
The demand active force generated by the LSRA mainly

depends on the sprung mass, road profiles and required
performance. Higher force provides more comfort and
safety in which requires larger volume. Compromise
between the volume and output active force is considered.
According to ISO2631 about human reaction to vibration
magnitudes, the peak force is decided as 2000 N per system
and 500 N per module, and the continuous force is 500 N
per system and 125 N per module.
The volume constraint is decided by the vehicle grade and

existing available room space. Through extensive
Fig. 2 Structure of the LSRA

a Transverse structure (four modules in parallel)
b Longitudinal structure (double-sided four-phase module)
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investigation of medium-volume vehicle and related
suspensions, the volume of the proposed LSRA is
constrained as 300 mm × 300 mm × 600 mm.
On a basis of the predefined output force and maximum

volume, the parameters of linear actuator are calculated by
magnetic circuit analysis and optimised by FEA. The
optimisation procedure is conducted in [31]. The optimised
parameters of LSRA module is specified in Table 1 [3].

2.3 Test rig

The prototype of the test rig has been fabricated and
assembled for examining the performance of the active
IET Electr. Power Appl., 2015, Vol. 9, Iss. 1, pp. 50–59
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Fig. 3 Quarter-car active suspension system

a Test rig
b Road profile
c Model
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suspension system and related control algorithms. Fig. 3a
shows the test rig equipped with active suspension module.
The rolling drum is driven by induction motor that is
behind the rolling drum and unseen in the photo. Once the
drum rolls, the tyre runs on the surface of the drum to
Msz̈s = −K1s zs − zu
( )− K2s zs −

(
Muz̈u = K1s zs − zu

( )+ K2s zs − zu
( )3+Cs żs −

(
{
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simulate longitudinal movement of the vehicle. Uneven
road surface induces vibration and oscillation to both the
sprung mass subsystem and unsprung mass subsystem of
the quarter-car system. Then the active suspension system is
activated to generate force to suppress these movements and
keep the sprung mass subsystem stable. The road profile is
a periodically surface with three isolated bumps, which is
described in Fig. 3b.

3 System model

3.1 Non-linear quarter-car model

The model of the proposed quarter-car active suspension
system is illustrated in Fig. 3c. The car body is represented
by sprung mass Ms that is sustained by passive components
of equivalent damper Cs and non-linear spring Ks and
active component of LSRA. The unsprung mass Mu is the
assembly of chassis and wheel. The whole system is
supported by the wheel that can be expressed as a linear
spring Ku in parallel with a damper Cu. The active force F
of LSRA is used to absorb the vibration of sprung mass
part regardless of road irregularities. The output force of
LSRA is constrained by the mechanical bearing and
electromagnetic field, that is, F [ −Fmax Fmax

[ ]
and

Fmax > 0 is the maximum output force. The road profile is
represented as zr which is injected to the wheel and cause
the oscillation of unsprung masses zu and then sprung mass
zs with regard to the undeformed positions.
The spring coefficient Ks is a combination of linear

stiffness K1s and non-linear stiffness K2s. Thus, the system
dynamic can be modelled as following (see (1))

where g is the gravity constant. The reference positions of
sprung and unsprung masses are calculated at the static
condition: zu0 =− ((Ms +Mu)/Ku)g and zs0 = zu0 + z0 with
K1sz0 + K2sz

3
0 +Msg = 0. The initial positions zs0 and zu0

are highly parameter-dependant and can be measured by the
position sensors in practical system. Define the state
variables as x1 = zs− zs0, x2 = żs, x3 = zu− zu0 and x4 = żu,
the system dynamic of (1) can be rewritten as (see
equation (2) on the bottom of the next page).

In contrast to the constant unsprung massMu, the vehicle load
is consistent during individual testing, and it varies from time
to time that is constrained by the maximum load. Suppose the
nominal sprung mass is Ms0, the time-varying sprung mass is
Ms =Ms0 + ΔMs with load variation ΔMs. Besides, the precise
values of system parameters are not constant during operating
and vary with load variations and system non-linearities.
Similar to sprung mass, the nominal values of spring
stiffness and damper are K1s0, K2s0 and Cs0, and the actual
values are K1s =K1s0 + ΔK1s, K2s = K2s0 + ΔK2s and Cs =Cs0

+ ΔCs, respectively.
At the laboratory test platform, only the sprung mass

position x1 = zs− zs0 is measured, and its derivative x2 = żs
can be obtained through a non-linear tracking-differentiator.
Suppose z = x1, the system dynamic for control purpose is
simplified as

z̈ = f (x, t)+ b(t)F (3)
zu
)3−Cs żs − żu

( )+ F −Msg

żu
)− Ku zu − zr

( )− Cu żu − żr
( )− F −Mug

(1)
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where x = x1 x2 x3 x4

[ ]T
is the state vector, b(t) =

1/(Ms(t)) and

f (x, t) = 1

Ms(t)
−K1s(t) x1 − x3

( )[
−K2s(t) x1 − x3

( )3−Cs(t) x2 − x4
( )]
Fig. 4 Characteristic of LSRA module

a Force characteristics
b Flux characteristics
c Inductance profile
3.2 LSRA model

The dynamic model of LSRA based on voltage balancing
principle is represented as

dij
dt

= −Rs

Lj
ij −

v

Lj

dLj
ds

ij +
1

Lj
uj, j = a, b, c, d (4)

where uj and ij is phase voltage and phase current, Rs and Lj is
related resistance and inductance, lj = Ljij is phase flux
linkage, respectively. s is translator displacement while
v = ṡ is its velocity. It needed to point out that the LSRA is
a highly non-linear actuator, the phase inductance is a
function of position and phase current with the form of
Lj(s, ij).
The actuator force dynamic Fa is expressed as a function of

the phase currents and corresponding inductance profiles

Fa =
∑
j

1

2

dLj
ds

( )
i2j , j = a, b, c, d (5)

The dynamic characteristics of the proposed LSRA are
depicted in Fig. 4. It can be observed that the dynamics are
highly non-linear and varied with translator position and
phase currents. The mechanical period is 48 mm that is half
of the suspension stroke. When the current is constant, the
inductance and flux profiles have their maximum values at
the point of 24 mm that is the central point of the period
while the output force is zero. The LSRA generates positive
force in the first half [0 mm, 24 mm] when the inductance
has positive derivative and reaches its maximum value at
24 mm; during the second half [24 mm, 48 mm] the
inductance decreases from its maximum point to minimum
point and the LSRA generates negative force.

4 Adaptive sliding mode control and its
analysis

An adaptive sliding mode control algorithm is developed here
to suppress the oscillation of sprung mass. The closed-loop
stability and robustness of the proposed method is analysed
thereafter.

4.1 Control method

Define the dynamic of the closed-loop quarter-car active
suspension system as
ẋ1 = x2

ẋ2 =
1

Ms
−K1s x1 − x3

( )− K2s x1 − x3
( )3−Cs x2 − x4

( )[ ]
+ F

Ms

ẋ3 = x4

ẋ4 =
1

Mu
K1s x1 − x3

( )+ K2s x1 − x3
( )3+Cs x2 − x4

( )− Ku x3 − zr
( )− Cu x4 − żu

( )[ ]
− F

Mu

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(2)
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s = ż+ pz (6)

where p > 0 is the slope of the sliding surface. To suppress the
sprung mass vibration z = 0, the sliding mode is needed to
converge to zero. The derivative of sliding surface is

ṡ = z̈+ pż (7)

Substituting (3) into (7), the sliding mode dynamic can be
expressed as

ṡ = f (x, t)+ b(t)F + pż

= pż+ b0F + f (x, t)+ b(t)− b0
( )

F
( )

= pż+ b0F + d

(8)

where d = f (x, t) + (b(t)− b0)F is the generic disturbance of
the controlled system.
The force F of linear sliding mode control contains two

parts: nominal force F0 and discontinuous force Fd. The
form of the control law is

F = F0 + Fd

F0 = − 1

b0
pż

Fd = −g1s− g2sign(s)

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩ (9)

where γ1 and γ2 are positive gains. Generally speaking, larger
control gains have greater potential of stabilising system.
However, too large gains can cause system chattering. In
conjunction with the estimate of d, the system error can be
reduced significantly and thus the control gains can be
selected relatively small. Furthermore, only the bound of
disturbance is involved in the control output can enhance
the system robustness. Suppose the upper bound of system
disturbance using function approximation technique is

z = aTr (10)

where r = z| | s| |[ ]T
, a = a1 a2

[ ]T
with α1, α2 > 0.

The adaptive control law is

F = − 1

b0
pż− g1s−Msmaxâ

Trsign sâTr
( )

(11)

where â = â1 â2

[ ]T
is the estimate of α. The update law of

â is

˙̂a = Q−1 s| |r (12)

where Q is a symmetric positive definite matrix.

4.2 Stability

To prove the closed-loop system stability and the asymptotic
convergence of sliding surface, the Barbalat’s Lemma [16] is
employed. The Lyapunov function is defined as

V = 1

2
b0s

2 + 1

2
ãTQã (13)

where ã = â − a is the estimate error of α. The time
derivative of the Lyapunov function incorporating (8), (11)
and (12) is
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V̇ =sṡ+ ãTQ ˙̂a

=s pż+b0F+d
( )+ ãTQQ−1 s| |r

=s −b0g1s−b0Msmaxâ
Trsign sâTr

( )+d
( )+ ãT s| |r

=−b0g1s
2+s −b0Msmaxâ

Trsign sâTr
( )+d

( )+ ãT s| |r
≤−b0g1s

2−b0Msmaxsâ
Trsign sâTr

( )+saTr+ ãT s| |r
=−b0g1s

2−b0Msmax s| |âTr+saTr+ ãT s| |r
≤−b0g1s

2

(14)

With the control law of (14), the Lyapunov function (13) will
converge to zero asymptotically. Thus, the sliding surface σ
and the estimate error α will converge to zero in a finite time.

4.3 Robustness

To improve the robustness of the active suspension system,
the force error is considered. The difference between the
ideal force command and actual force output is because of
the electro-mechanical output force non-linearity, time-delay
of inner current tracking loop and system parameter
mismatch.
In the above discussion, the controller desired force F

equals the LSRA output force Fa. However, a force error
exists in actual application. The actual output force is

bFa = b0F + b0(Fa − F)+ (b− b0)F (15)

where the left side is the actual force input of the active
suspension system. The right side can be divided into three
parts: (i) nominal output force of the controller; (ii) force
error because of time-delay; and (iii) force error because of
system parameters variation. The robustness of the system
can be enhanced by covering the second and third terms.
The sliding surface dynamic (8) is rewritten as

ṡ = f (x, t)+ b(t)F + pż

= pż+ b0F + f (x, t)+ b0(Fa − F)+ b(t)− b0
( )

F
( )

= pż+ b0F + da
(16)

where da = f (x, t) + b0(Fa− F) + (b(t)− b0)F is the generic
disturbance of the controlled system.
Since the generic disturbance da is bounded in physical

system, the system can be stabilised through the control law
(11) and (12) in a finite time. In the other side, it can be
observed that the last two terms of da are determined by the
forces F, Fa and sprung mass Ms. Thus, parts of the bound
da can be expressed by a function of Ms0 and F, that is

b0(Fa − F)+ b(t)− b0
( )

F
∣∣ ∣∣ ≤ DF

Ms0
F + DMs

Ms0
F (17)

where ΔF is the force error between the desired force and
actual force that is related to the actuator drive dynamic;
DMs

is the variation of sprung mass. In this research, DMs
is

constrained as 0.2; ΔF, a term determined by the inner
current loop, is less than 0.2 by PI control. The global
stability of (13) can be guaranteed by adding force
55
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Fig. 5 Control scheme of adaptive sliding mode control

Table 2 Parameters of adaptive SMC controller

Symbol Value Symbol Value

p 10 γ1 5
DMs

0.2 ΔF 0.1

Q
5 0
0 1

[ ]
â(0) 0 0

( )
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compensation part into (11) as follows

F = − 1

b0
pż− g1s− Dsign(s)

−Msmaxâ
Trsign sâTr

( )
(18)

where Δ = (ΔF + ΔMs)Fk and Fk is the previous output force.
The output force under adaptive sliding mode control

(SMC) is expressed in (18). As we know, chattering
problem is an issue considered in sliding mode control
because of the introduction of signum function. One simple
and effective method is the boundary layer solution [21],
that is, replace the signum function with saturation function
to avoid control discontinuities and switching action. An
alternative method is super twisting SMC [24]. According
to [29], the chattering problem can be reduced significantly
through the second-order sliding mode control method.
The control scheme of adaptive sliding mode control is

depicted in Fig. 5. The sliding surface determines the
dynamic σ of the closed-loop quarter-car active suspension
system by slope p. In conjunction with the system dynamic
and sliding surface, the adaptive mechanism â is obtained.
Thus, the desired output force is generated by sliding mode
technology. A direct drive LSRA is used to output actual
force and stabilise the car body of active suspension system
in regardless of system uncertainties and road variation.
5 LSRA drive

A typical LSRA drive is illustrated in Fig. 6. The desired
output force F is used to generate the demand currents of
LSRA in conjunct with inductance derivatives. The inner
current loop traces the demand phase currents and then
generates the required electromagnetic force Fa through PI
control. The fine-tuned parameters of PI control gains can
Fig. 6 LSRA direct drive diagram
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ensure the current fast tracking smoothly. The look-up table
of inductance derivative against position and current is
derived by FEA data and examined by experiment.
As discussed in Section 4.3, the faster current tracking is

achieved the less ΔF is obtained. The input error ei can be
obtained by ei = i*− i, the required terminal voltage is
calculated as

u∗ = kpei + ki

∫
eidt (19)

where kp and ki are the proportional and integral gain of inner
current PI controller. A tuning rule denoted as approximate
M-constrained integral gain optimisation (AMIGO) is
developed to explore the simple relationship between
process parameters and the control parameters through a
large test batch of process [32]. By using AMIGO, the
controller gains kp and ki can be evolved analytically to
enhance the robustness of the PI controller. Here, the
proportional gain is set to be kp = 200, the integral gain can
be calculated as ki = kp·T/Ts, in which T is the sampling
period of 20 kHz, Ts is the settling time and is set to be
Ts = 0.002 s.
6 Simulation and experimental results

In this section, the proposed adaptive sliding mode control
method is examined in both simulation and experiment.
First of all, the control gains are needed to be fixed. The
dynamic slope is set to be p = 10 to achieve fast dynamic.
The load variation is within 20 kg, thus DMs

= 0.2. ΔF is
mainly determined by the PI tracking performance of
current loop. As per the PI control gains of inner loop listed
in Section 5, the related ΔF is less than 0.1, while the outer
loop frequency is 4 kHz, that is, ΔF = 0.1. The symmetric
positive definite matrix Q determines the convergence

velocity of â � a, and is set to be Q = 5 0
0 1

[ ]
implies

that the position signal converges faster than the speed
signal. Without the loss of generality, initial value â(0) is
set to be 0 0

( )
. The control parameters are listed in Table 2.
IET Electr. Power Appl., 2015, Vol. 9, Iss. 1, pp. 50–59
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Fig. 7 Simulated performance of adaptive SMC-based active suspension system with different Ms

a Ms = 100%Ms0

b Ms = 80%Ms0
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In this research, the car passes through three bumps that
shown in Fig 3b at the speed of 1 m/s, and the output force
Fa of LSRA is restricted within [−900 N, 900 N]. The
performance of the proposed adaptive SMC scheme is
illustrated in Fig. 7 with regard to load variation, comparing
with the SMC without adaptation mechanism. It can be
seen from simulation results that the behaviours under SMC
and adaptive SMC are similar, and the performances of
both cases are improved significantly with respect to
passive suspension. In this paper, nominal and light loads
are considered in the laboratory test. For the nominal load
system, the displacement of the car body of adaptive SMC
increases up to 0.03 m at the time instant of 1.25 s and
return to zero at the time instant of 1.45 s shown in Fig. 7a,
while the car body with only passive suspension oscillates
for 1.5 s and its amplitude is up to 0.08 m. The difference
shows the effectiveness of the proposed controller. The
amplitude of acceleration of the car body of active
suspension system is half of that of passive suspension,
indicates that the riding comfort has been improved. The
active force generated by the LSRA is within the
mechanical limitation as shown in the bottom of Fig. 7a.
The responses of the passive and active suspension system

with regard to light load are similar to the nominal case. As
shown in Fig. 7b, the displacement and acceleration of the
car body of active suspension are constrained by 0.035 m
and 4 m/s2, respectively. The peak values are decreased
significantly in comparison with the passive suspension.
From the simulation results, both the SMC and adaptive

SMC can improve the dynamic performances of the active
suspension system. The main difference between two
methods with and without adaptation mechanism is that the
generated active force Fa. It can be observed that the active
force under adaptation mechanism reaches its peak value
when the largest displacement and acceleration are large
and keeps at a small range in the rest of the period. In
contrast, the active force without adaptation mechanism
generates large force when the displacement and
acceleration are relatively small that implied the SMC is too
sensitive to road variation. It can be concluded that both
IET Electr. Power Appl., 2015, Vol. 9, Iss. 1, pp. 50–59
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control methods achieve good performance with regard to
load variation and road profile, and the SMC with
adaptation mechanism consumes less power and is more
effective.
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed adaptive sliding

mode controller, experiments of the active suspension system
with regard to nominal and light load are carried out in the
laboratory test platform. The experiment results shown in
Fig. 8 examine the superior performance of the proposed
active suspension system. In both cases, the car body starts
to oscillate when the car encounters the big bump at the
time instant of 1 s. The amplitudes of displacement and
acceleration are up to 0.08 m and 8 m/s2, respectively.
Moreover, the decay processes are slow and the car
vibration lasts for over 1.5 s. The performance of the active
suspension system has been improved significantly with
LSRA. When the wheel passes over a bump, the car body
falls and the LSRA generates compensation force based on
the proposed control scheme. The amplitudes of
displacement and acceleration of the car body under
nominal load are about 0.032 m and 4 m/s2, respectively.
The slight difference between experimental results and
simulation results are reasonable because of real-time
implementation constraints and LSRA characteristics.
Nevertheless, the peak values of displacement and
acceleration in both nominal load case and light load case
are decreased significantly up to half of those of the passive
suspension. The improved performance of the proposed
active suspension system is verified.
7 Conclusion

An adaptive sliding mode controller has been developed in
this paper for a quarter-car active suspension system with
LSRA. A non-linear model is used to describe the
suspension system with the consideration of spring
non-linearity. The system non-linearities and external road
disturbance can be estimated by the adaptive mechanism for
the purpose of global stability, including the force
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Fig. 8 Experimental results of adaptive SMC-based active
suspension system with reference to load variation

a Ms = 100%Ms0

b Ms = 80%Ms0
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uncertainties because of LSRA non-linearities. Sliding mode
control technique is employed to ensure the global stability of
the quarter-car active suspension system and stabilise the car
body with only position and velocity feedback of the car
body. Both sliding mode control methods, with and without
adaptation mechanism, perform similar dynamic behaviours
of vehicle vertical motion and provide better responses with
regard to passive suspension system demonstrated in
simulation results. The main difference between two SMCs
is that adaptive SMC achieves better force output efficiency
than that of conventional SMC. By applying the proposed
adaptive SMC, the ride comfort can be improved
significantly that has been examined by experimental results.
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10 Appendix

10.1 Appendix 1: system parameters

ASS
Ms0 = 110 kg
Mu = 90 kg
K1s = 18 600 N/m
K2s = 150 000 N/m
Cs = 600 Nsm−1

Ku = 160 000 N/m
Cu = 150 Nsm−1

LSRA
Rs = 0.5 Ω
Famax = 900N
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